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ABSTRACT

First of all, by asking forgiveness from Allah SWT here the author tries to reveal the signs of Allah 
SWT's greatness regarding because the secret of Allah and the seven skys has been revealed, then 
there is no need for a new Prophet, even though the End Day will occur 4600 000 000 years to 
come, based on on photons, quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acids or deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA)

In the Qur'an, several verses are found that are the key to unlocking the secret regarding because the
secret of Allah and the seven skys has been revealed, there is no need for a new Prophet, even 
though the End Day will occur 4600 000 000 years in the future, namely the verses:

"Angels and spirits ascend to God in a day whose measure is fifty thousand years. (Al Ma´aarij: 
70:4)

"And they do not glorify Allah with proper exaltation, even though the whole earth is in His 
hands on the Day of Resurrection and the heavens are rolled up with His right hand. Glory be to 
God and exalted is He from what they associate. (Az Zumar: 39: 67)

 
"It is Allah who sent down the book with truth and balance. And do you know that the Day of 
Resurrection may be near? (Ash Shuura: 42:17)

"People ask you about the day of resurrection. Say: "Indeed, the knowledge of the day of 
resurrection is only with Allah."

"When the sun is rolled up, (At Takwiir: 81: 1)

"And when the stars fall, (At Takwiir: 81: 2)
 

"The Day of Resurrection is near. (An Najm: 53: 57)

"Indeed, the Day of Resurrection is coming, I keep it a secret so that each person will be rewarded
with what he has earned (Thaahaa: 20:15)

"So He made it seven heavens in two periods. He revealed in each sky its affairs. And We adorn 
the near sky with bright stars and We take care of it as well as possible. Such is the provision of 
the Mighty, All-Knowing. (Fushshilat :41:12)

"Muhammad is by no means the father of any man among you, but he is the Messenger of Allah 
and the seal of the prophets. And Allah is Knowing of all things. (Al Ahzab: 33:40)

“So when I have perfected the event and have breathed into it my spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to him." (Shaad: 38: 72)

"And when Moses came for an appointed time and the Lord had spoken to him, Moses said: "My 
Lord, show me so that I can see You." The Lord said: "You will never be able to see Me, but look 



at the hill, then if it stays where it is you will surely see me." When his Lord appeared to the 
mountain, he made the mountain crumble and Moses fell unconscious. So when Moses regained 
consciousness, he said: "Glory be to him You, I repent to You and I am the first to believe (Al 
A'raaf: 7:143)

"And to Allah belongs all that is hidden in the heavens and in the earth. There is no such thing as
the Hour, but like the twinkling of an eye or sooner. Verily, Allah has power over all things. (An 
Nahl: 16: 77)

In an effort to open the veil about because the secret of Allah and the seven skys has been revealed, 
there is no need for a new prophet, even though the End Day will occur 4600 000 000 years in the 
future, the author bases on photons, quarks and deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or 
the molecular structure of acid nucleic acid.

HYPOTHESIS

Here the author proposes the hypothesis that the secret of Allah and the seven skys has been 
revealed, there is no need for a new prophet, even though the End Day will occur 4600 000 000 
years to come, based on photons, quarks and Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARK

If we want to know quarks, then we consider one of the hydrogen atoms that is the building block of
the human body, animals, plants and fruits and inanimate objects. Then we open the body of the 
hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Then if this proton is split, then 
we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with 
gluons.

BECAUSE THE SECRETS OF ALLAH AND THE SEVEN SKYS HAVE BEEN 
REVEALED, THEN A NEW PROPHET DOESN'T NEED TO BE CHOSEN, EVEN 
THOUGH THE END DAY WILL HAPPEN 4600 000 000 YEARS TO COMING

Now, we continue to try to focus our minds to reveal the secrets hidden in the verses: “...I breathed 
into him my spirit...(Shaad: 38:72)”...God said: "You will never can see Me, but look at the hill... When 
his Lord appeared to the mountain, he made the mountain crumble... (Al A'raaf: 7: 143) "When the sun 



is rolled up (At Takwiir: 81: 1 )"...He made it the seven heavens...(Fushshilat : 41:12)"... a day whose 
content is fifty thousand years. (Al Ma´aarij: 70: 4)

Apparently, here Allah declared "...look at the hill... (Al A'raaf: 7: 143)

What exactly is in the “...that hill...(Al A'raaf: 7:143)?

The answer is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "... I breathed into him my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72)

Well, “... my spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) is built with hydrogen atoms,
carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms and oxygen atoms.

So, actually what is inside the “...the hill...(Al A'raaf : 7: 143) is“... my spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or 
”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) namely hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms and oxygen
atoms.

Now, Allah's secret has been revealed, namely in the form of Allah there is “... my spirit...(Shaad : 
38: 72) or ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) namely hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms , nitrogen atoms 
and oxygen atoms.

Then, Allah has also declared "... When his Lord appeared to the mountain, he made the mountain 
crumble... (Al A'raaf: 7: 143)

So, “...the mountain was shattered...(Al A'raaf: 7:143), why “...the mountain was shattered...(Al A'raaf: 
7:143)?

The answer is, because of Allah's energy, which is 18262980 times the energy that is around "...that 
mountain...(Al A'raaf: 7:143) based on Allah's calculation "...a day whose levels are fifty thousand 
years. ( Al Ma´aarij : 70: 4)

That is, 1 day according to Allah's reckoning is equal to 18262980 days according to human 
reckoning.

The magnitude of Allah's energy is 0.000000000 000000000 000000000 01 grams per cubic cm.
In the presence of Allah's energy, Allah's particles are very small, almost non-existent, 0.000000000 
000000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000 333 591 754 209 188 9 grams

This is the true secret of Allah, namely that Allah's form is built by Allah's energy, Allah's particles 
and "...Allah's spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72)

Likewise with "...the seven skys...(Fushshilat: 41:12) which was built by "...Allah's spirit...(Shaad: 
38:72) namely by hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms and oxygen.

Well, now, because the secret of Allah and the "...seven skys...(Fushshilat: 41:12) has been revealed, 
that is, Allah's form is built by Allah's energy, Allah's particles and ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad: 38:72)
and also "...the seven skys...(Fushshilat : 41:12) built by ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38:72) namely by 
hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms and oxygen atoms, then the new Prophet does not 
need to be appointed again. Even though the End Day is still 4600 000 000 years to come, namely 
"when the sun is rolled up (At Takwiir: 81: 1) because it runs out of hydrogen atomic fuel.

CONCLUSION

Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets hidden in the verses: “...I breathed 
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Likewise with "...the seven skys...(Fushshilat: 41:12) which was built by "...Allah's spirit...(Shaad: 
38:72) namely by hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, nitrogen atoms and oxygen.

Well, now, because the secret of Allah and the "...seven skys...(Fushshilat: 41:12) has been revealed, 
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need to be appointed again. Even though the End Day is still 4600 000 000 years to come, namely 
"when the sun is rolled up (At Takwiir: 81: 1) because it runs out of hydrogen atomic fuel.
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